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Ansrnecr
Carrollite, ideally CuCo2Sa,is a major component of "rejuvenation stage" mineralization in the Siegerland ore province,
Germany. Carrollite from seven representative deposits has been analyzed. Combining this dataset with published data on carrollite
and related minerals, the existence of a solid-solution series in the Cu{o-Ni-S
system, and the mechanisms of substitution
responsible, are established. The characteristic feature of carrollite at Siegerland is a pronounced incorporation of Ni in the
structure, reaching a maximum of 30.20 wt.1a inthe Eisemer Spies deposit, corresponding to 1.55 Ni atoms per formula unit
(MqS). Concentrationsof Ni display an ideal negative correlation with Co and Cu. Nickel thus apparently substitutesfor both
Co and Cu over the entire range of compositions representedby our dataset.This solid-solution seriesextendsfrom end-member
carrollite, CuCo2Sa,toward what we consider as cuprian siegenite,itselfa member ofan extensive solid-solution betweenlinnaeite
and polydymite. Our data show no evidence for solid-solution seriesbetween carrollite and fletcherite. The substitution scheme
for the observedlinear correlation hends relating Ni, Co and Cu involves at least two different mechanismsof substitution, each
operating independently. Two alternative models are proposed: (1) substitution ofNi3* for Co3t at octahedral sites and ofNi2+
for Cu2* at tetrahedral sites, and (2) substitution of Ni3+ for Co3t at octahedral sites combined with the coupled substitution
Cu2* + Co3* + Ni3+ + Ni2+. Our data suggestthat the substitution of Ni3+ for Co3* is dominant. Nickelian carroliite contains
Nil(Ni+Co+Cu)>005,uptoamaximumhalfwayalongtheCuCozS+-CoNizS+joinatCuosCorsNil 6.PhaseswithNi>1.0
and Cu < 0.5 should be termed cuprian siegenite, so long as Cu/(Cu + Ni + Co) exceeds0.05.
Keywords: carrollite, siegenite, micro-analytical data, solid solution, nomenclature, Siegerland, Getmany.

Sourr,tarnr
On houve la canollite, dont la composition id6ale est CuCo2S4,comme phase importante au stade de min6ralisation dit "de
r6-activation" dans la province min6ralis6e de Siegerland, en Allemagne Nous avons analys6 la carrollite provenant de sept
gisementsrepr6sentatifs.A la lumibre de cette nouvelle information et des donn6esd6jd dans la littdrature portant sur la carrollite
et les min6raux associ6s,nous documentonsl'existance d'une solution solide dans la systbmeCu-{c-Ni-S, et nous pr6cisonsles
m6canismesde substitution responsables.La carrollite de Siegerland se distingue par f incorporation de quantit6s importantes de
Ni dans la structure,jusqu'd 30.20Vo(poids) dans le cas de la carrollite du gisement de Eiserner Spies, ce qui correspond d 1.55
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atomes de Ni par unit6 formulaire (MezS+).Les concenffations de Ni d6montrent une corr6lation n6gative id6ale avec le Co et le
Cu. Le nickel remplacerait donc d la fois le Co et le Cu sur l'intervalle complet de solution solide repr6sentdpar nos donn6es.La
solution solide s'6tend d partir du p6le canollite, CuCozS+,vers ce que nous traitons de siegenite cuprifbre, qui, d son tour, fait
partie d'une solution solide 6tendueentre linnaeite et polydymite. Nos donndesne contiennent aucun indice d'une solution solide
enfe canollite et fletcherite Le sch6mapropos6 pour rendre compte des corr6lations lin6aires observ6esimpliquant Ni, Co et Cu
implique au moins deux m6canismesde substitution, ind6pendantsl'un de I'autre: (l) substitution du Ni3+ au Co3* dans les sites
d coordinence octa6driqueet du Ni2* au Cu2* dans les sites d coordinence t6tra6drique,et (2) substitution du Ni3* au Co3* dans les
sites d coordinence octa6driqueavec substitution coupl6e Cu2++ Co3* .. Ni3* + Ni2+.Nos donn6esfont penserque la substitution
du Nir* au Cor+ est le m6canisme dominant. Dans la carrollite nickelifrre, 1erapport Nil(Ni + Co + Cu) d6passe0.05, jusqu'd un
maximum d mi-chemin le long de la s6rie CuCo2Sa- CoNi:S+, d Cuo sCor sNir o. On devrait se servir du terme "siegenite cupriftre"
pour signiher une proportion de Ni d6passant 1.0 et de Cu inf6rieure d 0.5 dans les cas oi le rapport Ct/(Cu + Ni + Co) d6passe0 05.
(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-cl6si carrollite, siegenite, donn6esmicroanalytiques, solution solide, nomenclature, Siegerland, Allemagne.

INrnooucrroN

position Cu2Co2Sa@aber 1852). The subsequentdiscovery of a siegenite-like mineral that contains essenThiospinel minerals of the linnaeite group include tial amounts of Cu, and especially Ni, from the
the following naturally occuffing speciesin the system Kohlenbach mine, Eiserfeld, Siegen,Germany, resulted
Cu-Fe-Co-Ni-S: carrollite CuCo2Sa,linnaeite Co3Sa, in the proposalof a new species,named "sychnodymite"
siegenite (Co,Ni):S+, polydymite Ni3Sa, flercherite (Laspeyres 1891), although a possible relationship beCu(Ni,Co)2Sa,violarite FeNizS+,and greigite Fe3S4. tween "sychnodymite" and carrollite was recognized.
Compositional data reported in the literature, experi- The identities of carrollite and "sychnodymite" were
mental determinations of phase relations in the sub- later confirmed, the name "sychnodymite" being subsesystems Cu-Co-S and Fe-Ni-S, theoretical consider- quently discredited. However, the name has been used
ations basedon molecular orbital (MO) calculationsand to refer to a Ni-rich varietv of carrollite (Crug et al.
models, and Mcissbauerspectroscopicstudies have in1979).
dicated the existence of the following solid-solution
Previous microscopic and mineral compositional
series: linnaeite-carrollite, polydymite-violarite and studies of carrollite-bearing samplesfrom the Siegerland
linnaeite-polydymite (Craig 1971,Vaughan et al. 1971, district were mainly restricted to material from the ocMinceva-Stefanova & Kostov 1976, Craig et al. 1979, currence at Kohlenbach, Eiserfeld (stahl 1899, Berg
Vaughan & Tossell 1981, Vaughan & Craig 1985, 1928, Craig et al. 1979, Fenchel et al. 1985), although
Charnock et al. 1990).
Riickert (1926) recognized a wider distribution of the
Additional solid-solution fields have been proposed mineral acrossthe district. Our recent systematic studto exist between carrollite and siegenite and between ies of sample material from various localities throughviolarite and siegenite.Intermediatecompositionsalong out the Siegerland district have shown that carrollite is
these solid solutions have been referred to as cuprian indeed very widespread, and present in most of the
siegenite, nickelian carrollite, ferroan siegenite and bomite-digenite-hematite-bearing samples from a numcobaltian violarite (Craig & Higgins 1975, Mincevaber of occurrences.This has enabledus to obtain a relaStefanova & Kostov 1976, Craig & Vaughan 1979, tively large body ofnew compositional data on carrollite
Shadlunet al.1979, Riley 1980, D'Orey 1983, Jessey from a number of Siegerland occurrences,allowing us
1983, Pignolet & Hagni l9S3,Zakrzewski 1984). Alto produce reliable evidencefor extendedsolid-solution
though the thiospinels in the system Cu-Co-Ni-Fe-S
between carrollite and siegenitebeyond the limits prehave attractedconsiderableattention by these and other viously reported. We have also combined our new data
researchers,some uncertainties remain. The extent of
with compositional data for other thiospinel minerals in
solid solutions in naturally occurring samplesremains the system Cu-Co-Ni-S available in the literature, leadpoorly defined, as do some of the mechanismsof sub- ing to a series of models to account for observedvariastitution involved. Observation of mineral associations, tions in chemicalcomposition.
coupled with micro-analytical data derived from natural occurrencesoflinnaeite-group minerals, can provide
THn SmcsRLANDDISTRICT
some of this information, and by implication, permit
better constraintson the range of geological and chemiThe Siegerland siderite district (Fig. 1) forms a parr
cal conditions at which they form.
of the fold-and-thrust belt of the RheinischesSchiefergebirge, belonging to the extemal zone of the Variscan
B ecrcnouxo hlronl,teuoN
orogenic belt (Oncken 1984, Franke & Oncken 1990).
The siderite vein-type depositsare hosted within Lower
Carrollite was originally described from Finksburg, Devonian pelitic to psammitic sedimentary rock seCarroll County, Maryland, as a mineral with the com- quencesof Gedinnian to Siegenianage and are structur-
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Frc. 1. Geological sketch map of the central portion of the Siegerland district, Germany,
showing the location of the carrollite-bearing vein deposits sampled in this study. Redrawn and heavily modified after Fenchel et al. (1985). The thick dashedline indicates
the boundary of the "rejuvenation stage" of mineralization (see text for explanation).

ally related to major fold- and thrust-zones. All indrvidual veins representmineralized parts of two sets of
shear faults that are best developed in the sandstonerich portions of the stratigraphy (Fenchel et al. 1985,
Hein 1993). The principal sequenceof mineralization is
composed of three sequential stages,which can be related to tectonic movements during compressivedeformation: (i) early stage (quartz - Co-rich arsenopyrite),
(ii) main stage (siderite-qtartz), and (iii) sulfide stage
(sphalerite- chalcopyrite - galena). Stages(ii) and (iii)
include mineral assemblagesand associationsthat con-

tain CeNi minerals as minor constituents. The associations ullmannite-gersdorffite and siegenite- (polydymite) - millerite are typical of stages (ii) and (iii),
respectively. The pattern of geographic distribution of
these Co-Ni phaseswithin the area seemsrandom, but
occurrencesof siegenite are concentratedin the northern part of the district.
Subsequentpostkinematic hydrothermal overprinting of the vein systems in the central portion of the
Siegerlanddistrict (Fig. 1) resultedin the formation of a
distinct and characteristic mineral assemblagedomi-
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natedby hematite,quartz, carrollite and various Cu-(Fe)
sulfides. This so-called "rejuvenation stage" is associated with replacementof pre-existing vein assemblages
by the influx ofhot (300-350'C), oxidizing fluids along
fracture zonescross-cuttingthe primary strucfuresin the
veins (Stadler 1959, Erlinghagen 1989). Intensive alteration of the wallrocks associatedwith this hydrothermal event led to (i) impregnation with hematite, (ii)
formation of white mica, (iii) partial recrystallization of
quartz grains, and (iv) replacementof dispersedsiderite
in the wallrock.
MwsnaL AsseMer-eces
op rHB Sevples INVESTTcATED
Investigation of samples from localities (Arbach,
Eisemer Spies,Hohlestein, Kulnwald, Lurzenbach,Pius
and Schliinger mines) in the Siegerland district has led
to the recognition of a series of shared features that characterizethe "rejuvenation stage" of mineralization, with
respectto mineralogy, textural assemblagesand paragenetic sequence.The vein mineralogy is dominated by
hematite, quartz, bornite, chalcocite, djurleite, digenite
and carrollite. Minor constituents are idaite, chalcopyrite, wittichenite, emplectite, native bismuth and native
gold (Fenchel et al. 1985). Structurally controlled overprinting of the primary assemblages,oriented along
microfractures, grain boundaries and other micro-scale
discontinuities, led to the formation of hematite through
oxidation of siderite, whereas Cu-(Fe)-(Co) sulfides
have formed at the expense ofpre-existing veinlets of
chalcopyrite. As a consequence,carrollite is commonly
associatedwith bornite and either digenite, djurleite or
chalcocite, which usually occur as nestJike zoned aggregatessurroundedby a narrow rim of hematite, composed of acicular and tabular crystals. The internal
structuresof the Cu - (Fe) sulfide aggregatesare dominated by various textural featuresresulting from breakdown and replacement of high-temperature mineral
assemblages.These include: (i) symplectitic intergrowths of bornite and either digenite, djurleite or
chalcocite, (ii) bornite with exsolution lamellae of chalcopyrite, (iii) bomite with exsolution lamellae of idaite,
(iv) patches of bornite hosted in a network of digenite
veinlets, and (v) corroded relics of bomite in a matrix
of chalcocite or djurleite.
Carrollite has typically formed preferentially along
and close to grain boundariesbetween the Cu-(Fe) sulfides and hematite enclosing these minerals (Figs. 2a,
b). The frequency ofcarrollite inclusions decreasescontinuously toward the inner portions of the Cu-(Fe) sulfides, the cores of larger aggregates being free of
carollite. In other samples,concentrationsof carrollite
are associatedwith irregular clusters of hematite grains
enclosed in a matrix of bomite and digenite (Fig. 2c).
Carrollite forms idiomorphic crystals (Figs. 2d, f), the
aggregatesbeing made up of large numbers of minute
individual grains, which form either irregular clusters

or elongatealignments (Fig. 2b). The corroded contours
of many larger crystals of carrollite indicate partial replacement by bomite and djurleite (Fig. 2e). In contrast,
other grains of carrollite hosted within a symplectitic
intergrowth of bornite and digenite indicate no substantial corrosion, except for infilling of minor microfractures by Cu-(Fe) sulfides (Fie. 2D. This is textural
evidence in support of carrollite formation prior to the
other Cu-bearing minerals, whereas most of the hematite apparently formed somewhat earlier still.
In reflected light, the optical properties of the Nirich varieties of camollite are very close to thoseof other
thiospinels of the linnaeite series. Ni-rich carrollite is
white with a slight pinkish tint, whereas Ni-poor
carrollite is white with a slight creamy tint, the
reflectivity appearingsomewhat higher than that of Nirich carrollite.
Primary pyrite has been partly replaced by both the
Cu-(Fe) sulfides and carrollitet it occurs as isolated
relict inclusions inside these minerals. Carrollite displays no particular spatial association with the Bi-Au
phasesin the veins, although both may be found in the
same polished section, though never together. Bomite
grains hosting corroded inclusions of wittichenite are
invariably free of carrollite. Emplectite, bismuth and
gold are restricted to those parts of the veins dominated
by massive hematite.
CouposnroNel Dara
Electron-probe micro-analyses were carried out on
carrollite from all sevenocculrencesusing a CAMECA
SX*50 instrument in Wiirzburg. Operating conditions
were 15 kV at a beam current of 15 nA, a beam size of
l-2 pm and counting times of 20-30 s. The following
standardswere used: pure Cu (Kcr), pure Co (Ka), pure
Ni (Kct), pure Se (lct), pure Te (Zc), pure FeS2(FeKct,
SKct),pure SbzS: (Icr), pure MnTiO3 (MnKa), andpure
GaAs (AsZct).
In all samplesinvestigated,carrollite containsessential Cu, Co, Ni, Fe and S; all other elementssought (Se,
Te, Sb, Mn and As) lie below the limit of detection.The
major compositional characteristic of all carrollite
samples from the Siegerland is a significant extent of
Ni incorporation, ranging from 2.01 (Pius) to 30.20
wt.7o (Eiserner Spies). Mean compositions and minimum and maximum Ni concentrationsfor each deposit
are given in Table 1; the formulae were calculated by
normalization to three cations. Iron contents are relatively low in carrollite from most deposits, individual
values varying between 0.2 and l.O wt.Vo.A single exception is shown by carrollite from the Hohlestein deposit, which has slightly higher Fe contents,in the range
between 0.3 to a maximum of about 2wt.Vo. Concentrations of both Co and Cu display a perfect negative correlation with the Ni content in most of the datasets,a
feature best illustrated in the Eiserner Soies and
Hohlestein deposits.Carrollite from thesetwo localities
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Frc 2 Photomicrographs in reflected light showing various representativetextural assemblagesofcarrollite in the Siegerland
district. (a) Ni-rich carrollite (cr) preferentially formed along the grain boundary between the Cu-(Fe) sulfides and acicular
hematite (bottom left ofpicture). Bornite (bn) is intimately intergrown with digenite (dg) and has exsolved crystallographically
oriented lamellae of chalcopyrite (cp); Eiserner Spies (Eiserfeld) deposit. Width of f,reld: 310 pm. (b) Ni-rich carrollite (cr)
concentrated along the grain boundaries between bornite (bn) and hematite (ht) and along crystallographic planes within
bornite. Inner portions of bornite are almost free of carrollite inclusions; Hohlestein (Siegen) deposit. Width of field: 1.03
mm (c) Clusters of intimately intergrown crystals of carrollite (cr) formed around hematite (ht) Later bornite (bn) and
digenite (dg) have overgrown both minerals. Eiserner Spies (Eiserfeld) deposit. Width of field: 900 pm. (d) Idiomorphic
crystals of canollite (cr) are hosted in a matrix of djurleite (dj) and minor bornite (bn); Schliinger (Eiserfeld) deposit. Width
of field: 600 pm. (e) Formation of a symplectitic intergrowth of bormte (bn) and djurleite (dj) resulted in the partial corrosron
of the pre-existing crystals of carrollite (cr); Pius (Schutzbach) deposit Width of field: 320 pm. (f) Clusters of idiomorphic
crystals of carrollite (cr) hostedby a symplectitic intergrowth of bornite (bn) and digenite (dg); Arbach (Salchendorf) deposit.
Width of field: 390 pm.
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has the widest range of Ni substitution, which varies
from 0.56 to 1.55 atoms per formula \nit (apfu) atthe
Eiserner Spies (Fig. 3a) and 0.49 to 1.45 apfu at
the Hohlestein deposit (Fig. 3b), which correspondsto
Ni/Ni + Co) values from 0.26 to 0.59 and from0.22 to
0.56, respectively. Ni substitutes for both Co and Cu,
and the proportion of Co and At @pfu) displays a dependency on the proportion of Ni atoms over the entire
rangeof compositiona.lvariation.
The analytical datasetsfrom the other five deposits
display a narrower range of Ni incorporation and can be
divided into two groups according to individual trends.
Carrollite from the Arbach, Lurzenbach and Schliinger
deposits displays compositional variations along the
samelinear solid-solution defined by the Eiserner Spies
and Hohlestein data,but display a shift toward lower Ni

Co, Cu (aptu)
2.O
.i.l!il+nt"

-'h.,

- _t, l4t
,, .

t'r

1.0

'Sryg*

Co

concentrations.The compositional limits are given by
0.33 to 0.56 apfu Ni at Arbach (Fig. 4a), 0.25 to 0.52 at
Lurzenbach(Fig. 4b), and 0.1 1 to 0.24 at Schliinger(Fig.
4e), correspondingto Nil(Ni + Co) values from 0.15 to
0.24,0.11to 0.23 and 0.05 to 0.11,respectively.In contrast to thesedeposits,carrollite from the remaining two
datasetsshows a rather different pattern of solid-solution trend, which deviates from the trends discussed
above. At the Kulnwald (Fig. 4c) and Pius (Fig. ad)
deposits,Ni substitutesdominantly for Cu, the number
of Co atoms per formula unit seeming to be relatively
independent of the Ni content, thus favoring a simple
homovalent substitution: Cu2* r Niz*. Compositional
limits are given by Ni/(Ni + Co) values, from 0.10 to
0.28 at Kulnwald, and 0.08 to 0.12 at Pius.
The ratio of total metals to sulfur (Me:S) derived
from all electron-microprobe analysesin this study lie
close to the ideal proportion of 3:4 for carrollite, displaying a simple Gaussianfrequency-distribution, with
both lower and higher values in the range between
3:3.86 and 3:4.17presentin approximatelyequal numbers of samples (Fig. 5); 55.27oof the 290 individual
analysesindicatebetween3:3.95to 3:4.05,whereasS9.'77o
have valuesof this ratio between3:3.90 and 3:4.10.
DrscussroN
Solid solution in the linnaeite series

--f

Comparison of compositional data on linnaeitegroup minerals documented in the literature with the
new data from the Siegerland district provides new in2 . O sights in the solid-solution trends in part ofthe complex
1.0
system Cu-Fe-Co-Ni-S. In order to understand the
N i ( a p f u ) underlying pattems of substitution, all available results
of electron-microprobe analyseswere recalculatedto 3
cations and plotted in the four pseudoternarysubsystems
gq, 9u (apfu)
Cu3SaCu3Sa-Co3Sa-Ni:S+,Cu3Sa-Fe3Sa-Co3Sa,
2.O
Fe:S+-Ni:S+ and Fe3Sa-Co:S+-Ni:S+of the pseudoaccordquatemary system Cu3Sa-Fe3Sa-Co3Sa-Ni3Sa
.".''L:El.,j
major components (Fig. 6), following the
ing
to
their
,,
procedure describedby Riley (1980). This method was
consideredappropriatein most cases,including all those
.Co
from the Siegerlanddistrict, becausethe fourth component not representedin the respective diagrams is usuo'4€u,
ally present at concentrationsbelow 0.1 apfu (roughly
.
equivalent to about 2 wt.Vo).The only major exception
t.cu
is shown by fletcherite reported from the Kalgoorlie
area.Western Australia (Ostwald 1985),which has been
assignedto the Cu-Fe-Ni subsystem,but also contains
2.O
15
1.0
0.5
essentialconcentrationsof Co.
Ni (apfu)
We incorporated all literature data known to us; the
distribution of carrollite compositions (Fig. 6) proves,
in addition to the known solid-solution series with
FIc. 3. Compositional ranges of canollite from (a) Eisemer
(Craig et al. 19'79),the existence of a broad
Spies (Eiserfeld) and (b) the Hohlestein (Siegen) deposits, linnaeite
substitution,extendingfrom endNi-for-Co,Cu
range
of
the two deposits with the greatest range of Ni-for-Co,Cu
member carrollite, CuCozS+,toward cuprian siegenite.
substitution. The proporlion of Co and Cu (Me3Sa)is plotted as a function of the proportion of Ni (apfu).
This interpretation is also supportedby a number of in$.ro

Cu
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BE DATA FOR N-RICH CARROLLITE
TABLE 1 REPRESENTATIVEELEC
FROM TIIE DEPOSITSSTTJDIEDIN THE SIEGERLANDDISTRICT, GERMANY

S
ARBACH (n = 36)
mm @mpositiotr
o
compositionwith miniM
compositionwith |Wimu

Total

0 2 7 3 4 4 7 840 4t.41 9967
014 069 088 031
0 5 0 3 5 6 2 631 4124 9934
0 l t 3 3 0 6 1043 4182 9937

074

Ni
Ni

15t2
046
r56't
1395

EISERNERSPIES(n = 59)
meu @mpositiotr
o
@mpositiotrwith minimm Ni
@mpositionwith @imm Ni

1168
tao
1597
72t

045 2837
020 299
062 3067
045 ztol

4167 9951
039
4048 9834
4230 10124

057

HOHLESTEIN(n = 4l)
mem @mlrcsition
o
@mpositiotrwithmid'rm Ni
@mpositionwith 'WiruNi

1290
1 43
1 57 8
7 84

062 3064 t 3 3 5 4 1 3 6 9 E8 ?
0 41 2.tE 3 2 1 0 4 5
| 3 7 3 2 3 2 943 4063 9953
032 2t 66 2738 4165 9Aa5

KULNWALD (n = 28)
m
composition
a
@mpositionwith mininw Ni
@mpositionwithruitMNi

t7 t4
097
1887
16zl4

02r 3471
015 115
047 3560
0 16 30 15

591 4140 9937
I 35 043
385 40t3 9962
1 16 t 4 1 7 3 1 0 0 0 9

LURZENBACH (n= 35)
meu @mposition
a
@mpositionwith minim Ni
@mpositioDwhh luiMN

1509
059
1542
1462

014 3563
012 064
020 3663
003 3423

679
l 15
469
992

4112 987'l
036
4t23 9An
4114 9994

PIUS(o = 3s)
meu composition
o
compositionwith minimm Ni
@mpositiotrwith ruimmN

1838
065
2 00 l
l861

018
010
022
025

3617
049
3529
3568

394
042
296
4s1

4tOE 9975
036
4005 9853
4t42rN47

089

SCHLANGER(n: 56)
mem @mposition
o
@mpositiotrwith ninimm N
lii
compsitioo with |wisu

16Es
055
17,77
16s9

016 3720
014 067
0 50 38 08
042 3736

1E6
055
20r
465

413't 9944
033
4088 9924
41 42 10044

0t2

001

196 020

087
080

003
002

200
194

The data in the fust six @hmns {e qprssd
qpressed in atom ps fomle
mit

1174
463
1060
3020

001

076 003
069 001

044

399

187 033 399
I 75 056 408

002

149

091

078 003
0,35 002

162
108

056 393
155 398

063

t62

07t

003

016 007
0,38 002

16E 049
1 14 145

403

403
387
405

0 84

0.01 1 83

0_31 4 02

091
080

003
001

t86
r 58

020
061

074

001

189 036 401

0'77 0 0 1
0'to 0 0 0

197
t7a

025
452

392
402

407
393

001

189 021 395

098 001
090 001

186 016 3E7
t85 024 396

in weight %, md the proportion of stoEs, shm

termediate compositions reported in the literature
(Vokes 1967.Minceva-Stefanova1975. 1978.MincevaStefanova & Kostov 1976, Rakhmedov et al. 1976,
Ostwald 1978, Craig & Vaughan 1979, Shadtun et al.
1979, Riley 1980, Strashimirov 1982, Jessey1983,
Pignolet & Hagni 7983,Zakrzewski 1984, Filimonova
et al. 1985, Yurgenson et al. 1985). In contrast to the
wide variety of Ni substitution, the extent of possible
Fe incorporation in this solid-solution seriesis relatively
limited. This is reflected by only a slight scattering of
the respective data-points in the subsystemCu-Fe-Co
around the stoichiometric composition of carrollite
(Tsonev & Borodaev 1977, Riley 1980,Cagatay et al.
1982,Annels et al. 1983,Sovatzoglou-Skounakis1984).
Interestingly, most Ni-rich varieties of carrollite have
very low concentrationsof Fe, a consistentfeature confirmed by the analytical data from the Siegerland
district.

181

in colums

401

0 11 395
024 395

7 to 11, is

On the basis of Figure 6, there is no evidencefor the
existenceof any solid-solution seriesbetween caffollite
and fletcherite, ashas been previously postulated(Craig
& Carpenter 1977, Craig & Vaughan 1979). Moreover,
the absenceof intermediate compositions spanning the
gap between siegenite and fletcherite would seem to
make the existenceof the "siegenite-fletcherite isomorphous series" proposed by Zakrzewski (1984) improbable. Fletcherite from both the original locality
(Viburnum Trend, Missouri; Craig & Caryenter 1977)
and from the Kalgoorlie area, Western Australia
(Ostwald 1985), has a similar range of Cu/I'{i values,
but markedly differing concentrationsofFe and Co. The
type material is Fe-poor (0.02 to 0.07 apfu),whereasFe
is a major component of the Kalgoorlie fletcherite, although Co is also present in significant amounts, in the
range of 0.09 to 0.29 apfu. This would seemto suggest
a possible substitution between Fe-poor and Fe-rich
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Frc. 4. Compositional rangesof carrollite from f,rvedepositswith a lower range of Ni-for-Co,Cu substitution. The proportion of
Co and Cu is plotted as a function of Ni (apfu\. (a) Arbach (Salchendorf) deposit. (b) Lurzenbach (Gosenbach)deposit. (c)
Kulnwald (Dermbach) deposit. (d) Pius (Schutzbach) deposit. (e) Schliinger (Eiserfeld) deposit.

fletcherite, independent of other linnaeite-group solidsolution trends. Additional micro-analytical data arc,
however, required to fully substantiatethis hypothesis.
The data indicate a relationship between Ni-rich
carrollite and a phase with a composition close to
CoNizS+,but this apparent solid-solution requires further explanation, owing to uncertainties as to the identity of relationshipsalong the linnaeite-polydymite jorn
and, by implication, that of siegenite itself. Two alternative concepts incorporating the crystal chemistry of
the siegenite-groupminerals with recommendationson
nomenclature have been proposed in the literature.
Complete solid-solution behavior between the two endmembers linnaeite and polydymite has been favored by
most investigators, in which the name "siegenite" is
used for all intermediate members in this solid-solution

series.This model is based on the distribution patterns
of natural compositions, calculations of the electronic
structures,spectroscopicstudiesand the observationsof
continuous variation in the physical properties across
the series (Vaughan et al. 1971, Craig et al. 1979,
Vaughan & Tossell 1981, Vaughan & Craig 1985,
Charnock et al. 7990). Minceva-Stefanova & Kostov
(1976)have, however, suggestedthe existenceof a significant miscibility gap within the linnaeite-polydymite
series and postulated two distinct intermediate compositions with fixed stoichiometries, termed siegenite
sensustricto, Ni2CoSa,and "nickellinnaeite", Co2NiSa.
"Nickellinnaeite" is interpreted to be a normal spinel,
whereas siegenite is assumedto be an inverse spinel,
resulting in solid-solution fields extending to their respective structurally identical neighbors, i.e., from
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Co = 2.0'7- 0.63 Ni

(1)

Ct = 0.92 - 0.37 Ni

(.2)

Such a solid-solution behavior cannot readily be
explained by a simple cationic substitution of Ni into
60
either Co or Cu sites, but would appear to involve a
linear combination of at least two different mechanisms
of substitution, which operateindependently.
40
In order to explain the observedcompositional trend
relating carrollite and what we will choose to call
cuprian siegenite, we have derived two solid-solution
models, based on known cationic substitutions in the
0
linnaeite group. The observed schemes of correlation
3 7 5 3 . 8 3 . 8 5 3 . 9 3 . 9 5 4 4 . O 54 1 4 j 5 4 . 2 4 . 2 5
relating Ni, Co and Cu described by equations (1) and
S (apfu) (2) above can be solved by two different linear combinations of cationic substitutions.In the first model, we
Frc 5. Frequencydistributionof Me:S ratiosfor canollite assume simole substitution of Ni3* for Co3* at octahedral sites, and of Ni2* for Cu2* at the tetrahedral sites.
from theSiegerland
district
The respective correlations can be described by the
equations:
"nickellinnaeite" to linnaeite and carrollite, and from
siegenite to polydymite and violarite (Minceva-Stefanova 1978.1986).
The solid-solution trend between Ni-poor and Nrrich carrollite shown by the Siegerland data introduces
an additional complication. It has been demonstrated
that carrollite, linnaeite and synthetic CozNiS+all possess a normal spinel structure, whereas polydymite is
an inverse spinel (Vaughan et al. 1971, Vaughan &
Tossell 1981).The hypothesisof Minceva-Stefanova&
Kostov (.1976),in which siegenite is interpreted as an
inverse spinel, should result in the existence of another
miscibility gap between NizCoS+ and carrollite, which
is seemingly not the case.The compositional variation
of Ni-rich carrollite from the Siegerlanddepositsrather
supports the concept of more-or-less complete solidsolution throughout the siegeniteseries,an obserryation
concordant with the broad compositional range of
siegeniteminerals documentedin the literature (Vokes
1967, Petruk et al. 1969, Sierra Lopez & de Vergara
Schulze 1969, Rudashevskiy & Kondratiev 1972,
Stoinova 1975,Ostwald 1978, Craig et al. 1979,Rtley
1980,Shimadaet aL.1981,Jessey1981,1983,Pignolet
& Hagni 1983, Pignolet-Brandom & Hagni 1985,
Bevins & Horak 1985, Bone & Ypma 1986, Hirata &
Kato 1993,Ixer & Stanley 1996).
Mechanisms of substitution
As stated above, the Siegerland data strongly support the existence of a complete solid-solution series
between Ni-rich and Ni-poor members of the series,
with Ni substitutingfor both Co and Cu (Figs. 3,4,6).
The substitution scheme for the two linear correlation
trends relating Ni, Co and Cu can be expressedby the
two equations:

Co = 2.07 - Ni

(3)

At = 0.92

(4)

Co = 2.Oi

(5)

Cu = 0.92 - Ni

(6)

Both individual mechanismscontribute fractions or coefficients, which are termed a and b, to the overall substitution. If it is assumedthat only thesetwo mechanisms
are involved, it follows that a + b = | and b = | - a. The
above equations form a linear set of equations, which
can be readily solved to frnd a and b:
C o = 2 . 0 7- 0 . 6 3 N i = a ( 3 ) + b ( 5 )

(7)

Co =2.07 - 0.63 Ni = a (2.0'7- Ni) +
(l - a) 2.07

.8)

C u = 0 . 9 2- 0 . 3 7 N i = a ( 4 ) + b ( 6 )

(9)

Cu = 0.92- 0.37 Ni = a 0.92 + (l - a)
(0.92 - N0

(10)

Solving the equationsgives the values a = 0.63 and b =
of Ni3+for Cor*
0.37 and indicatesthat the substitution
at octahedral sites is the dominant of the two mechanisms governing incorpo^rationof-Ni in carrollite, although substitution of Niz+ for Cur+ at tetrahedral sites
still accountsfor about a third of the Ni content.
Taking into considerationthat Ni2+ has a high octahedral site-preference energy, substitution of Ni'* in
carrollite should predominantly take place at the octahedral sites, which requires charge balance by simultaneous incorporation of Ni" at tetrahedral sites,
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Ftc. 6. Compositional representationsof linnaeite-seriesminerals in the pseudoquaternary
system Cu3Sa-Fe:S+-Co:S+-Ni:Sa New data from the Siegerland are given as a single
shaded area, whereas analytical data taken from the literature are indicated by open
squares All compositions were recalculated to 3 cations and plotted in the four
pseudoternary subsystemsaccording to their major components (Riley 1980). Abbreviations: (cr) carrollite, (fl) fletcherite, (1n) linnaeite, (sg) siegenite, (pd) polydymite,
(vio) violarite, (gr) greigite.

concordant with the substitution scheme generally accepted for polydymite (Vaughan et al. 197l, Vaughan
& Tossell 1981, Vaughan& Craig 1985).The resulting
coupled substitution Cuz* + Co3* - Ni3* + Ni2+ cannot
explain the observed solid-solution trend in Ni-rich
carrollite alone, but requires a linear combination with
the secondarymechanism Co3++ Ni3+. The respective
correlations can be expressedby the equations:

Co=2.07-Ni

Co = 2.0'7- 0.63Ni = a (ll) + b (13)

(l 5 )

Co = 2.07- 0.63Ni = a (2.07- Ni) +
(r - a) (2.07- 0.s Ni)

(16)

Cu = 0.92- 0.37Ni = a (12)+ b (14)

(17)

Cu = 0.92- 0.37Ni = a 0.92+
(r - a) (0.92- 0.5Ni)

(18)

(l l)

This approach now results in a = 0.26 and b = 0.74.
Both crystal-chemical models are equally suited to explain the observed correlation trends in Ni-rich carrollite,
Co = 2.0'7- 0.5Ni
( 1 3 ) but this secondalternativedisplays a better concordance
with the theoretical predictions.
(.r4)
Ct = 0.92- 0.5Ni
An unequivocal solution to the problem in order to
substantiateor negatethe above argumentsrequiresfurSolution of the linear set of equationsis now carried out ther research, notably involving spectroscopic studies
in a straightforward manner to give the two coefficients cafiied out on various intermediate members of the sea and b:
ries to prove site occupanciesas well as further experi-

Cu = 0.92

(r2)
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mental determinationsof phaserelations in the complex
system Cu-Co-Ni-S, as well as Cu-Co-Ni-Fe-S,
which could confirm the location of substituting components and true nature of the solid-solution series.
Nomenclature
Our data have some implications for the nomenclature for thiospinel phasesin part of the system Cu-CoNi-S, although no significant changesto current usage
are necessary. We suggest that the variety name
nickelian carrollite be used for carrollite that has a
Ni:(Ni + Co + Cu) ratio in excess of 0.05. The upper
compositional limit for nickelian carrollite is more problematic, owing to the uncertainties as to the compositional limits for siegenite,as have been outlined above.
We suggesthowever, that this limit should lie exactly at
the mid-point along the join CuCo2Sa- CoNi2Sa,thus
being dependenton the Cu content as well as the Ni:(Ni
+ Co) ratio. This places the upper limit for nickelian
carrollite at Cu65Co15Ni16. Those phaseswith more Ni
and less Cu than these values are better described as
cuprian siegenite.Deriving the lower limits in the same
way as for nickelian canollite, the variety name cuprian
siegenite should be used for varieties that have Cu:(Cu
+ Ni + Co) in excessof 0.05.
Genetic considerations
The abundance of textural modifications resulting
from the breakdown of high-temperatureassemblages,
microthermometric data available in the literature and
constraintsbasedon the given compositional limits permit us to evaluatethe conditions of formation of carrollite.
Fluid inclusions in quartz depositedcontemporaneously
with hematite indicate the presenceof low-salinity fluids
(3J wt.VoNaCl-equivalent),with homogenizationtemperaturesin the range of230-330'C (Erlinghagen 1989,
Hein 1993). This range defines the upper temperature
limit for deposition of carrollite, which followed closely
the formation of hematite from siderite.
The chemical variablesflS), Eh and pH that governed the precipitation of carrollite in the Siegerland
vein systems are difficult to estimate meaningfully.
Available data on sulfidation reactions,which have been
successfully used to constrain the sulfur fugacities rn
carrollite-bearing assemblages,especially in the Central African Copperbelt(Craig & Vaughan 1979,Annels
et al.1983), are not applicable, since equilibrium conditions have not been attained in the Siegerland deposits. Textures indicative of incomplete replacement,
patterns of mineralogical zonation, and the high compositional variability of carrollite indicate the existence
of physicochemical gradientsinside the vein systemsor
evolution of some or all the chemical variables with
time. Furthermore, the introduction of Ni as an addi-
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tional component into the structure of carrollite generates an additional complication when applying stability
data and sulfidation equilibria, although the generaltendency for carrollite to form at conditions of relatively
hieh/(Sz) should persist.
Formation of Ni-rich carrollite after deposition of the
stoichiometric end-member (i.e., Ni-free) carrollite in
MVT deposits in the SoutheastMissouri Mining District has been explainedby either an increasedavailability of Ni in evolved ore-forming fluids or by relative
oxidation of the fluid system, thereby enabling Nir* to
compete with Co3+during precipitation of the ore components (Jessey1981, 1983, Pignolet & Hagni 1983,
Pignolet-Brandom & Hagni 1985). Such a mechanism
can also be applied to the Siegerland deposits,as it coincides well with the observed formation of hematite
vla oxidation of siderite, thus reflecting a significant
increasein/(O2) during the "rejuvenation stage" ofmineralization. In contrast to the MVT deposits, however,
Ni-rich carrollite in all vein systems studied in the
Siegerland is characterizedby very heterogeneousNi/
(Ni + Co) values, which indicates small-scale lateral
compositional and physicochemicalgradientsin the oreforming fluids. Such a scenario could be related to either interactions with the wallrock or to partial repeated
remobilization of pre-existing ore components,including buffering through siderite dissolution. Additionally,
some of the fluctuating Ni/(Ni + Co) values may have
resulted from diffusion in the solid state. Formation of
Cu-(Fe) sulfides following deposition of carrollite indicates a fluid evolution resulting in more reducing and
sulfur-deficient conditions toward the end of the mineralization event, accompaniedby significant cooling of
the system.
The Ni content of the canollite can readily be derived from partial corrosion of pre-existing Ni-rich pyrite, which is supported by Ni concentrations in the
range of 1.02 to 4.33 wt.Voin relict pyrite. Remobilization of primary ullmannite-gersdorffite and possibly
also additional supply by the ore-forming fluids may
also representa sourcefor part ofthe Ni concentratedin
the thiospinel. Remobilization of chalcopyrite and fluidassistedredistribution inside the vein systems are the
most probable mechanisms of copper enrichment. In
contrastto the readily identifiable sourcesof Ni and Cu,
no Co-rich precursor mineral texturally associatedwith
either carrollite, hematite or the Cu-(Fe) sulfides has
yet been found in significant amounts. Some of the investigated deposits do contain Co-rich arsenopyrite
within sets of veins that are spatially distinct from the
veins affected by the "rejuvenation stage" of mineralization. However, even though a direct associationcannot be demonstrated, the patterns ofregional distribution
of both the carrollite-bearing mineral assemblageand
of the early-stagemineralization dominated by Co-rich
arsenopyrite show a distinct spatial overlap.
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Cowcr-usroNs

RBpBnrNces

1. Canollite, a major component of the "rejuvenation stage" of mineralization in the Siegerlandore province, Germany, displays significant variation in
composition, characterizedby incorporation of Ni, up
to a maximum of 1.55 Ni apfu, coupled,with a decrease
of Cu and Co in the structure.
2. This linear solid-solution trend indicates that Ni
substitutes for both Co and Cu, and representsthe
greaterparl of a solid solution extendingfrom end-member Ni-free carrollite, CuCo2Sa,to a composition close
to the linnaeite-polydymite join and termed cuprian
siegenite.This meansthat carrollite has an appreciably
broader field of solid solution than has been previously
recognized.The extent ofiron incorporation in carrollite
is insignificant as the Ni content increases.
3. Our data confirm the presence of a linnaeitesiegenite solid-solution series,but refute the existence
of any solid solution betr.';eencarrollite and fletcherite.
4. Incorporation of Ni into canollite involves at least
two different mechanisms of substitution that oDerate
independentlyof one another. The main mechinism
involves the simple substitution of Ni3+ for Co3* at octahedral sites.
5. Our micro-analytical data and published data on
other occurences of carrollite suggestthat this mechanism is either combined with substitution of Ni2* for
Cu2* at tetrahedralsites or with the couoled substitution
mechanismCu2++ Co3++ Ni3+ + Ni2*. The addition of
one of these mechanisms into the substitution model
improves the fit to the observed data.
6. The formation of carrollite in the Sieserland deposits is consistentwith the overprinting of &isting Niand Cu-bearing mineral associationsby relatively late
oxidizing fluids during the final stage of vein development.
7. The following nomenclaturefor phasesalong the
CuCo2Saand CoNi2Sajoin is suggested.The variety
name nickelian carrollite should be used for carrollite
with Ni/(Ni + Co + Cu) > 0.05, up to a maximum
halfway along the join at Cue5Col5Ni1s. Phaseswith
Ni > 1.0 and Cu < 0.5 (apfu) should be termed cuprian
siegenite, so long as Cu/(Cu + Ni + Co) exceeds
0.05 apfu.
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